
There is a huge outpouring of support for the people of Ukraine. 

You may want to make a donation to one of the main agencies 

providing emergency aid, or donate specific items through a local 

charity, such as the Ark at St John's Church.  
 

Ukrainian spokespersons say that the top priority is funding for 

medical and other help on the ground, and if you are able to 

make a cash donation you may want to read this BBC article 

"Ukraine help: what can people in the UK do?"  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-60562260 , which mentions the 

main agencies providing emergency aid.  
 

Alternatively, in Palmers Green, Rev Julie Coleman, Vicar at St 

John's the Evangelist on The Bourne, is collecting specific items for 

a charity that is running convoys to Ukraine, with one due to leave 

this week. The priority items requested by this charity are:  
 

o New sealed bandages and other first aid supplies 

o New underwear and socks for men, women and children  

o Nappies, baby bottles, baby milk preferably in small bottles 

(there may be no access to boiled water to use with 

powder milk)  

o Clean blankets and sleeping bags.  

o Rucksacks 
 

If you wish to donate any of these items (please note that there is 

no need for other clothing at this time) please take your donations 

along directly to St Johns any weekday morning, or bring it to one 

of our committee members (see addresses below) and we will take 

your donations along to the Church. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We held a very successful and 

enjoyable social event in Burford 

Hall in December. First class 

entertainment was provided by 

three local residents who have 

performed all over the world.  

Importantly we also managed to 

raise over £300 for the Ark charity 

run out of St Johns in Bourne Hill. 

Generous donations from 

residents, local businesses and our 

MP, Bambos Charalambous, 

meant that raffle tickets were 

snapped up eagerly!! 
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Ukraine Help 

Volunteers from the friends of 

Conway Rec meet once a month 

to maintain and nurture the park. 

For more info click 

http://friendsofconwayrec.co.uk/  

Conway Rec 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-60562260
http://friendsofconwayrec.co.uk/


Update on Broomfield Park Model 

Boating Pond! 

  

The FLDRA recently reached out to the Friends of Broomfield Park as we are keen to know what the 

current position regarding the boating pond is. We are sharing this very helpful response with 

members. 
 

As you are all aware the Model Boating Pond in Broomfield Park remains empty and has not been 

properly maintained for more than eight years. 
 

The problems: 
 

o the borehole pump is not drawing water 

o the freshwater supply pipe from the borehole to the boating pond is blocked 

o the base and walls of the boating pond are in a very poor condition 

 
 
 

There is a long way to go with this, but the FoBP 

recognise the importance of the boating pond in terms 

of amenity and historical value as well as the aesthetic 

aspect to Broomfield Park and the local community. 

We will continue to engage with the Council and our 

helpful local councillors to resolve the issue and restore 

the boating pond to its original function. 
 

The AGM will take place on Wednesday 30th March at 20.00 at The United Reform Church in Burford 

Gardens. All paid up members are welcome to attend. There will be a short presentation and review 

of the year from the current chair, Philip Sheffield. The Treasurer, John Macrory, will report on the 

current financial position of the association. A new committee will be formed at the AGM and we are 

always looking for new volunteers with an interest in ideas to improve the area. Nominations will be 

allowed at the meeting. A Proposer and seconder are required.  

If you are interested in being on the committee but cannot attend the AGM please provide a 

proposer and seconder and write a paragraph stating why you would like to join the committee. 
 

The Agenda for the AGM can be found at the bottom of this newsletter. 
 

Notice of the AGM of the Fox Lane and District Residents’ 

Association. 

We understand that Enfield Council have allocated funds to investigate the borehole pump and 

borehole downpipe in the first instance. Graham Campbell, Structures and Watercourses engineer for 

Enfield Council, has commissioned Miles Water Engineering to carry out the assessment.  
 

We have met with a series of ever more specialist ‘borehole engineers’ who have visited the site to 

investigate courses of action to resolve the problem. It has been established that the borehole is 450ft 

deep; the pump is approx. 250ft down, and that it is suspended on a steel downpipe with a bore of 

between 6 and 10 inches. The pump has not had any maintenance since it was last replaced/repaired 

about 30 years ago. 
 

To raise the pump and downpipe a heavy-duty crane will be required with an extended reach as the 

wildlife pond now obstructs access. A survey has been carried out by a specialist crane company and 

we are waiting to hear from the Council as to when the exploratory work will go ahead. 
 



FLDRA is passionate about all things planning, and keen to protect the characteristics of our local 

and surrounding areas, as well as our Borough. We have seen many changes this past year, with 

planning permission being granted on less favourable commercial applications such as Merkur Slots 

and the Edmonton Incinerator. Despite our efforts, and efforts of the masses - we were unable to 

stop the granting of these applications. 

On a more positive note, we have managed to support our members on residential planning 

applications resulting in the adding of an additional two storey development being rejected, as well 

as a new build house consisting of two storeys to land at the bottom of a garden also being rejected. 
 

Should you need support and assistance in a planning application that might affect you, please 

contact us on planning@foxlane.net 
 

Local Planning Updates 
  

Penalty Charge Notices in Fox Lane Area 

Since the inception of the LTNs, a huge amount of money has been raised from the ANPR systems 

put in place. We are passing on this information to residents to keep them informed. 
 

Total PCNs  

issued by 

month 

 

Warwi ck Road N11 Fox Lane N13 Meadw ay N14 Conwa y Road      N13 
 

Average LTN PCNs 

per day 

Apr-21 1368 0 1772 137 109 

May-21 1625 203 1818 69 120 

Jun-21 1168 1572 1312 0 135 

Jul-21 1185 1470 1269 43 128 

Aug-21 1108 1281 1405 97 126 

Sep-21 1765 1517 1168 85 151 

Oct-21 952 1230 994 72 105 

Nov-21 730 1133 886 14 92 

Dec-21 536 1018 637 42 74 

Jan-22 362 790 661 68 61 

 

mailto:planning@foxlane.net


New Ward Boundaries for 5th May Election 
 

  

Conservation Area News 

The Borough of Enfield will now 

be divided into 25 electoral 

wards from a previous total of 

21. These include the new 

Whitewebbs ward and 

Ridgeway wards which are to 

replace the current Chase ward, 

and Highfield ward located to 

the east of Palmers Green. This 

map (left) shows the new ward 

boundaries in the Fox Lane 

area. 

To find out more information on 

the new wards and where your 

nearest polling station is located, 

click on the following link: 

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/servic

es/councillors-and-

democracy/polling-stations/ 

When the new committee is elected at 

the AGM, we will be seeking to appoint a 

committee member to be the primary link 

to help local residents with conservation 

area issues. This map (left) shows the 

boundaries. 
 

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/councillors-and-democracy/polling-stations/
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/councillors-and-democracy/polling-stations/
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/councillors-and-democracy/polling-stations/


 

 
 

  
Your committee member has for a long time now been in a quandary about whether or not to buy an 

electric car. Seeking help from Deepak, who, as a VIP (Very Informed Person) resident in the FLDRA 

area, I thought may be able to help me.  
 

His first words, and indeed his area of expertise, were about energy security and sustainability, very 

prescient, given that the interview took place a day before we all started to worry firstly about the fate 

of Ukraine and the world in general, and then about fuel prices. 
 

Energy supply and security both to our country, and to our driveways and common charging points 

affects both longer term fuelling sustainability, and the development of low carbon technology. 

Sustainability is therefore a dynamic and fluid situation, but key for growth and economic stability. 

`Global warming and climate change affect us all and are real`, therefore we should do our best to 

reduce our carbon footprint. The 3 Rs, `Reduce Reuse Recycle` are a huge topic, and now a major 

factor affecting and influencing not only policy and decision makers in governments and industries, 

but also our daily life! World food security, economic and geopolitical instability and uncertainty, and 

more specifically the current situation in Ukraine and Russia, are causing havoc on all fronts not just 

the energy market!  
 

As recently as November last year the world leaders met at the COP26 in Glasgow, and set ambitious  

targets for the reduction of carbon emissions - to reach net zero by 2050. These are challenging  

targets that will require strong leadership and investment from all spheres. 
 

So where do we start? Well, each and every one of us have an carbon impact whether big or small.  

Potentially everything that we use, do, and consume, has an impact on our carbon footprint, from   

cradle to grave. Putting this in context, from `inception and production to application and usage`,  

most things, even for zero carbon applications have a carbon footprint, at least at the 

inception/production stage. At the point of use, our carbon impact should be minimal or zero, thus  

helping to contribute to net zero over the course of a few years. Pragmatically - affordability and  

sustainability are key, and should focus on us, as end users. 
 

We can all have an impact, which starts with how we live and the actions we take every day. We live   

in challenging times, and the number of people who are struggling, perhaps homeless, in poverty,  

and who have to resort to food banks for survival is on the up, yet the UK is among the richest  

countries in the world.   
 

Need obviously drives supply, but the bigger picture, the fluctuations in both political and economic  

security, have a considerable effect on whether the supply of energy in the form of gas (a major fuel  

in the UK energy mix, of fossil fuels, renewable energies, and nuclear power), needed for the  

production of electricity; and electricity itself, is reliable and cost effective. Gas and energy pricing is 

complex. There is not a straightforward way to determine wholesale and retail gas prices, even before 

our energy suppliers work out the formula to cost the supply to the end user.  

All this makes it extremely difficult for the individual to make an effective decision about whether to 

buy a vehicle that uses radically new technology. Factors we have all got used to considering before 

making a costly purchase are the initial outlay for the vehicle, (government grants for electric cars 

costing under £35,000 are due to be withdrawn next year) and our ability to afford the running costs. 

Range is a less well tried and tested consideration, and many a buyer who thinks about the electric 

option is put off by `range anxiety`. Deepak has a potential approach that could help to evaluate if it is 

more viable to buy now, later or not at all!  
 

Electric Cars for FLDRA 



  The prospective buyer should work out their driving routines and habits; how many miles they drive  

a week, and then where most of those miles are driven. Are they town based (therefore within reach 

of home for an overnight charge) or are they going to be going further away from the security of  

known charging points and driveways? If the latter, the question of re-charging becomes more  

important. 
 

At the time of writing, mid-range electric cars are generally considered to have a range of 150-200  

miles per charge, but is subject to driving modes and styles, and which drops considerably the more  

heating, air con, windscreen wipers (a safety issue which must take priority) are used. Driving faster  

and more erratically uses more power which drains the battery quicker. 
 

Last but not least, your budget; can you make your ££ work harder for every mile you do, and at the  

same time minimise your carbon emissions? Or could public transport generally work better for you, 

alongside hiring an electric vehicle when you actually need it, `a win-win situation!` 
 

Here, a cautious note on assumptions about countries efforts/investments in carbon reduction  

technologies – China is by far the biggest world producer of batteries for electric cars, for all major 

car manufacturers, but at the same is making huge investments in the field of enhancing carbon 

reduction. 
 

`Charging anxiety` is assuaged by apps showing re-charging points on route. Although in car apps  

and charging apps are improving, both app and charging points become ineffective when the 

information is not up to date. I have heard horror stories of journeys taking three times as long as  

normal, or ending in tears of frustration when there are queues of cars for the few points along your  

way, or the charging points are faulty. Fast motorway charging could, according to Deepak, result in 

costing more than a full tank of petrol/diesel for a similar trip, as fast charging point providers have  

different charging rates and structures. Home charging is an issue for those without a driveway and  

those who cannot easily access charging facilities.  
 

High prices, limited battery range and poor charging infrastructure have so far meant a relatively slow 

take up of electric cars. All these are set to improve significantly in the next few years. So fingers 

crossed! The technology in more recent electric cars and those due in the next three years is 

promising in three key aspects: battery technologies with improved life and range, advanced 

technology for safety and efficient driving, and crucially, more affordable prices across all models and 

sizes.  
 

The price for an electric car should start to come down faster by 2025, if not sooner, with more  

electric vehicles promising a far better range. Developing technologies for charging points at home  

mean a cheaper supply than on the road or at service stations. There is a big push from the 

government to improve the UK wide charging infrastructure, including for communal, and road  

charging only residential areas. This in turn will boost the take up of electric vehicles, as the battery  

range and price are gradually improved. As a short-term alternative to pure electric vehicles, Hybrid  

and Plug-in Hybrid vehicles are potential options. 
 

Well, is your committee member any the wiser? Yes definitely. Deepak`s knowledge on this subject 

has given me much food for thought, and he was a very interesting and informative person to talk to. 

But does my decision boil down to whether it`s best to invest in a new car, or whether I should just 

bite the bullet and pay the ULEZ on the few times I have to travel inside the A406? Is my old car still 

viable in terms of age and carbon emissions? New cars depreciate by 25% when they are driven out 

of the forecourt. Would a plug hybrid be a better alternative..... 
 



AGM - 2022 
Wednesday 30th March - United Reform Church - 20.00 

 
 

 

Agenda 

 

• Chair’s Report 

• Treasurers Report - Accounts 

• Election of officers and committee 

• Deciding priorities for 2022 

 

ELECTION OF FLDRA COMMITTEE 

The 12 committee members are elected annually at the Annual General Meeting. Some committee members 

will be standing again and new volunteers will be welcome to join the committee at the meeting. In 

accordance with the new constitution all applicants must have a proposer and a seconder and briefly outline 

why they would like to be on the committee. The current committee has 4 officers, 3 members and 2 co-

optees with no voting rights.  

 

Chair ( Officer ) Committee Member 

Vice Chair ( Officer ) Committee Member 

Secretary ( Officer ) Committee Member 

Treasurer ( Officer ) Committee Member 

Committee Member Committee Member 

Committee Member Committee Member 

 

To be eligible for election to the committee members must have paid their membership before the 20th of 

March , 2022. 

 

 

Fox Lane and District Residents’ 
Association 


